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was taken under the control of the US armed forces. Opinion in the United States was not
flattering, however, perhaps because of the characteristic differences between the American
and European car markets. The Ford company was offered the entire VW works after the war for
free. Ford, isn't worth a damn! In the Americans handed control of the factory to the British, the
initial plan had been to disassemble the entire factory, and ship it to Britain, however no British
company was interested in the company. To build the car commercially would be a completely

uneconomic enterprise. One of the first tasks Hirst was given was to remove an unexploded
bomb, which having fallen through a roof, had lodged itself between some essential and
irreplaceable parts of production equipment. Had Hirst failed in this task, the Beetle would have
been consigned to the history books, and things would have been very different. VW Parts Most
popular Beetle. Bay Bus. Type Golf Mk1. Golf Mk2. Most popular A-Z Home Volkswagen Beetle
Engine. VW Beetle Engine. Add to Basket. Add to Wish List. Crankcase CB Performance
Aluminium Crankcase Case Savers 10mm I. X 14mm O. Case Savers 8mm I. X 12mm O. Core
Plug Aluminium History of the VW Beetle. The contents of this post might make more sense if
you read the previous posts in this series. After graduating from University I followed a career
as a high school teacher until a few years ago I decided to drop it and become a full-time
software developer. So I have become a bit of an addict in experimenting, reading and writing,
with a special focus on software design and architecture. But I see these as just pieces of big a
puzzle. One is a SaaS e-com platform with thousands of web-shops worldwide, another one is a
marketplace, live in 2 countries with a message bus that handles over 20 million messages per
month. Both of them make an explicit separation of what code is internal to the application,
what is external, and what is used for connecting internal and external code. The application
core is what we should really care about. It is the code that allows our code to do what it is
supposed to do, it IS our application. As you can imagine, the typical application flow goes from
the code in the user interface, through the application core to the infrastructure code, back to
the application core and finally deliver a response to the user interface. Far away from the most
important code in our system, the application core, we have the tools that our application uses,
for example, a database engine, a search engine, a Web server or a CLI console although the
last two are also delivery mechanisms. The key difference is that, while the CLI console and the
web server are used to tell our application to do something , the database engine is told by our
application to do something. This is a very relevant distinction, as it has strong implications on
how we build the code that connects those tools with the application core. The adapters are the
ones that effectively implement the code that will allow the business logic to communicate with
a specific tool and vice-versa. The adapters that tell our application to do something are called
Primary or Driving Adapters while the ones that are told by our application to do something are
called Secondary or Driven Adapters. These Adapters , however, are not randomly created.
They are created to fit a very specific entry point to the Application Core, a Port. A port is
nothing more than a specification of how the tool can use the application core, or how it is used
by the Application Core. In most languages and in its most simple form, this specification, the
Port, will be an Interface, but it might actually be composed of several Interfaces and DTOs. For
this pattern to work as it should, it is of utmost importance that the Ports are created to fit the
Application Core needs and not simply mimic the tools APIs. They translate whatever comes
from a delivery mechanism into a method call in the Application Core. In other words, our
Driving Adapters are Controllers or Console Commands who are injected in their constructor
with some object whose class implements the interface Port that the controller or console
command requires. In a more concrete example, a Port can be a Service interface or a
Repository interface that a controller requires. The concrete implementation of the Service,
Repository or Query is then injected and used in the Controller. In this case, a concrete
implementation of the Command or Query Bus is injected into the Controller, who then
constructs a Command or Query and passes it to the relevant Bus. Unlike the Driver Adapters,
who wrap around a port, the Driven Adapters implement a Port , an interface, and are then
injected into the Application Core, wherever the port is required type-hinted. So we create a
persistence interface that meets its needs, with a method to save an array of data and a method
to delete a line in a table by its ID. From then on, wherever our application needs to save or
delete data we will require in its constructor an object that implements the persistence interface
that we defined. Now we create an adapter specific to MySQL which will implement that
interface. It will have the methods to save an array and delete a line in a table, and we will inject
it wherever the persistence interface is required. A characteristic to note about this pattern is
that the adapters depend on a specific tool and a specific port by implementing an interface.
Although, again, it is of utmost importance that the Ports are created to fit the Application Core
needs and not simply mimic the tools APIs. The use cases are the processes that can be
triggered in our Application Core by one or several User Interfaces in our application. These UIs
applications could trigger use cases that can be specific to one of them or reused by several of
them. Typically, their role is to:. The Command Handlers can be used in two different ways:.
This layer also contains the triggering of Application Events , which represent some outcome of
a use case. These events trigger logic that is a side effect of a use case, like sending emails,
notifying a 3rd party API, sending a push notification, or even starting another use case that
belongs to a different component of the application. Further inwards, we have the Domain

Layer. However, sometimes we encounter some domain logic that involves different entities, of
the same type or not, and we feel that that domain logic does not belong in the entities
themselves, we feel that that logic is not their direct responsibility. So our first reaction might
be to place that logic outside the entities, in an Application Service. However, this means that
that domain logic will not be reusable in other use cases: domain logic should stay out of the
application layer! The solution is to create a Domain Service, which has the role of receiving a
set of entities and performing some business logic on them. A Domain Service belongs to the
Domain Layer, and therefore it knows nothing about the classes in the Application Layer, like
the Application Services or the Repositories. In the other hand, it can use other Domain
Services and, of course, the Domain Model objects. In the very centre, depending on nothing
outside it, is the Domain Model, which contains the business objects that represent something
in the domain. Examples of these objects are, first of all, Entities but also Value Objects, Enums
and any objects used in the Domain Model. These events are triggered when a specific set of
data changes and they carry those changes with them. In other words, when an entity changes,
a Domain Event is triggered and it carries the changed properties new values. These events are
perfect, for example, to be used in Event Sourcing. So far we have been segregating the code
based on layers, but that is the fine-grained code segregation. Martin ideas expressed in
screaming architecture. These sections of code are cross-cutting to the layers previously
described, they are the components of our application. Examples of components can be
Authentication, Authorization, Billing, User, Review or Account, but they are always related to
the domain. Just like the fine-grained code units classes, interfaces, traits, mixins, â€¦ , also the
coarsely grained code-units components benefit from low coupling and high cohesion. This
means that the depending class has no knowledge about the concrete class that it is going to
use, it has no reference to the fully qualified class name of the classes that it depends on. In the
same way, having completely decoupled components means that a component has no direct
knowledge of any another component. In other words, it has no reference to any fine-grained
code unit from another component, not even interfaces! This means that Dependency Injection
and Dependency Inversion are not enough to decouple components, we will need some sort of
architectural constructs. We might need events, a shared kernel, eventual consistency, and
even a discovery service! However we can make A use an event dispatcher to dispatch an
application event that will be delivered to any component listening to it, including B, and the
event listener in B will trigger the desired action. This means that component A will depend on
an event dispatcher, but it will be decoupled from B. To remove this dependency, we can create
a library with a set of application core functionality that will be shared among all components,
the Shared Kernel. This means that the components will both depend on the Shared Kernel but
they will be decoupled from each other. The Shared Kernel will contain functionality like
application and domain events, but it can also contain Specification objects, and whatever
makes sense to share, keeping in mind that it should be as minimal as possible because any
changes to the Shared Kernel will affect all components of the application. For example, instead
of the Shared Kernel containing an Event class, it will contain the event description ie. Read
more about this in my followup post: More than concentric layers. This approach works both in
monolithic applications and distributed applications like micro-services ecosystems. However,
when the events can only be delivered asynchronously, for contexts where triggering logic in
other components needs to be done immediately this approach will not suffice! In this case, to
have the components decoupled, we will need a discovery service to which A will ask where it
should send the request to trigger the desired action, or alternatively make the request to the
discovery service who can proxy it to the relevant service and eventually return a response
back to the requester. This approach will couple the components to the discovery service but
will keep them decoupled from each other. In this case, the same pattern applies, but we have
more complexity at the data storage level. Having components with their own data storage
means each data storage contains:. Each component will create a local copy of the data it needs
from other components, to be used when needed. When the data changes in the component
that owns it, that owner component will trigger a domain event carrying the data changes. The
components holding a copy of that data will be listening to that domain event and will update
their local copy accordingly. As I said above, the flow of control goes, of course, from the user
into the Application Core, over to the infrastructure tools, back to the Application Core and
finally back to the user. But how exactly do classes fit together? Which ones depend on which
ones? How do we compose them? In the case we do not use a command bus, the Controllers
will depend either on an Application Service or on a Query object. Tkx to MorphineAdministered
who pointed it out for me. In the diagram above we use an interface for the Application Service,
although we might argue that it is not really needed since the Application Service is part of our
application code and we will not want to swap it for another implementation, although we might

refactor it entirely. The Query object will contain an optimized query that will simply return some
raw data to be shown to the user. ThisViewModel may have some view logic in it, and it will be
used to populate a View. The Application Service, on the other hand, will contain the use case
logic, the logic we will trigger when we want to do something in the system, as opposed to
simply view some data. The Application Services depend on Repositories which will return the
Entity ies that contain the logic which needs to be triggered. It might also depend on a Domain
Service to coordinate a domain process in several entities, but that is hardly ever the case. After
unfolding the use case, the Application Service might want to notify the whole system that that
use case has happened, in which case it will also depend on an event dispatcher to trigger the
event. It is interesting to note that we place interfaces both on the persistence engine and on
the repositories. Although it might seem redundant, they serve different purposes:. It will
instantiate the Command or the Query, and pass it along to the Bus who will find the
appropriate handler to receive and handle the command. In the diagram below, the Command
Handler then uses an Application Service. However, that is not always needed, in fact in most of
the cases the handler will contain all the logic of the use case. We only need to extract logic
from the handler into a separated Application Service if we need to reuse that same logic in
another handler. You might have noticed that there is no dependency between the Bus and the
Command, the Query nor the Handlers. This is because they should, in fact, be unaware of each
other in order to provide for good decoupling. The way the Bus will know what Handler should
handle what Command, or Query, should be set up with mere configuration. As you can see, in
both cases all the arrows, the dependencies, that cross the border of the application core, they
point inwards. The goal, as always, is to have a codebase that is loosely coupled and high
cohesive, so that changes are easy, fast and safe to make. This infographic is a concept map.
Knowing and understanding all of these concepts will help us plan for a healthy architecture, a
healthy application. Meaning that these are just guidelines! The application is the territory, the
reality, the concrete use case where we need to apply our knowledge, and that is what will
define what the actual architecture will look like! We need to understand all these patterns, but
we also always need to think and understand exactly what our application needs, how far
should we go for the sake of decoupling and cohesiveness. This decision can depend on plenty
of factors, starting with the project functional requirements, but can also include factors like the
time-frame to build the application, the lifespan of the application, the experience of the
development team, and so on. This is it, this is how I make sense of it all. This is how I
rationalize it in my head. I expanded these ideas a bit more on a followup post: More than
concentric layers. However, how do we make all this explicit in the code base? Last but not
least, thanks to my colleague Francesco Mastrogiacomo , for helping me make my infographic
look nice. View all posts by hgraca. Hi, Thanks for your complete article. According to Simon
brown talk about modular monolith, in vertical slice architecture that each feature split
separately with its on internal layering, for communicating between feature sets controllers
exposes for communication between components. But in component bases architecture that is
like to vertical slice architecture components just like expose a public interface to other
components could communicate with this component interface. Also, there is a sample in
Simon GitHub for this. Which one of the rule of component based architecture? Using event or
interfaces like something Simon did? View at Medium. Like Like. The answer is, of course, it
depends. You can use any of those approaches or even both at the same time, it depends on
the context, it depends on the needs of the project. There are tradeoffs. Using events, through
an event bus message queue , you need to account for eventual consistency, but on the other
hand, the components are decoupled you can change or remove a receiver without impacting
the sender and its more scalable because the receiving instances are in control of their own
workload, because they pull work from the event bus at their own rate. Using direct calls
between components, you are explicitly coupling the components which means that changes to
the receiver can impact the sender and the user might experience slowness because of all the
internal calls, but on the other hand, its pretty much RPC, there is barely any eventual
consistency. Thanks for answer, Could we use Vertical Slice architecture with using event
dispatcher for communication between feature-sets here? What is the advantage of component
base architecture here? I think in your approach that we use the event they act the same. You
can, basically, imagine the slices as microservices. For me, conceptually, its the same. Is it
correct my assumption for vertical slicing feature-sets in below tree or should I change it?
Could we move infrastructure for each component inner that component? Again, it depends on
the context, it depends on the problem at hand. That being said, i prefer the component based
architecture with a UI and infrastructure separated from the backend. So if we put the UI in each
component, that means we will be coupling 2 components explicitly on the UI layer. Like, if page
A lives in slice A and triggers 2 use cases, one in slice A and another in slice B, that means

slice A knows about slice B, therefore we have coupling. Furthermore, the component arch.
Works in both the cases where we have the UI built by the backend, or the UI as a standalone
VueJs app that connects to the core through a graphql api. And if we put the infrastructure in
every slice, then when we need the same adapter in 2 slices we will be duplicating itâ€¦. And
other things are almost equal in both. I am currently planning to develop an application using
this architecture. One of the components I will have is an Input handler which receives JSON
messages over the network and then converts them into command objects before putting them
on a command bus to be ferried to the respective handlers. I will have separate script entry
point for the application which will among other components rely on the input handler to
process all user inputs. Sorry about the confusion regarding the separate script. There is a lot
more stuff that I will run alongside the the input handler. Think of it the script as a place where I
instantiate all the other components of the application that I need to use. What I will include in
there is similar a game loop where you have a while loop and with in it you update your entities,
do the rendering, as you listen for user inputs. What you have pointed out makes sense to me
and I think I know what to do now. How about if my application depends on a Component e. Our
app should not depend on an implementation an instance of Component , instead it should
depend on an interface, but how we define this new interface like a RepositoryInterface? Should
I define a wrapper interface and implement an adapter around the component, or I should
depend on the component-provided interface instead, or a standard interface if possible like
PHP PSR interfaces? Ideally, I would create the port way before even thinking about the actual
implementation your Symfony component , and then create an adapter for whatever
implementation. Most of the times, the PSR interfaces are good enough. Last option is to
conform to the external component. That being said, all these options are valid, this is a
conscious and intentional decision you need to make by analysing the tradeoffs of each option,
together with your team, and ponder them in the current context of your project. Great content,
thanks for sharing and putting to work my brain cells :. I find that considering what component
uses what is counter productive, as it will make it more complicated for no benefit and, who
knows, maybe in the future one of the components will use other of the tool functionality. Hello
colleague, very good article, the truth is that it describes in a very detailed way the relationship
between all the concepts contained in each of the architectures in question. Months ago I
implemented a template for NodeJs that I published in Github alluding to some of these issues
but from a more practical point of view, so I would be flattered if you come by and leave me your
comments. Thanks in advance. If you consider a repository interface as part of the domain
layer, and you even have a domain service, sure. I consider the repository interface as part of
the application layer, and i always have application services use cases that use the repositories.
Collections on the other hand can be specific to the domain layer. I still very insistent to put
repository interface as part of the domain layer, as domain s is possible microservice s , and
each microservice should keep its data as private, and for application service, we should use it
as an orchestrator to coordinate domain services. A microservice has use cases, therefore it
has an application layer, therefore the repository interface can be in the application layer.
Orchestration would happen in the UI, by calling use cases from different microservices. But
there are different ways of thinking about it, this is just my way. Like Liked by 2 people. I
completely agree with the author hgraca , I still do not understand how a domain can have a
contract interface repository, in fact that conflicts with the concept of domain where we have
concrete things that model data. The implementation of the repository is linked to the adapter
layer and its specification interface or contract must be defined within the application layer.
Nice Article, Did you ever managed to implement it in real life? Do you have a code repository
with examples? I was in Seul last year, btw. Great city, great ppl, great food, so much culture,
loved it! If i would think of another adventure living abroad, that would be in my thoughts for
sure! I guess that your explanation of Repository with knowning specific storage machanism is
not good different repositories for MySQL and MongoDB because of different languages used in
them. I think that if we plan to use different Storages we must create different adapters but
repository implementation must not be changed in this case. SQL and Mongo QL are languages,
and we can decide to depend on the languages, not on the tools, but on the languages. The
tradeoff of implementing it as you suggest is the complexity of implementing an adapter for
SQL and another one for MongoQL that comply with the same persistence port. Could you fix
the link to Russian translation? Hi, tkx for letting me know. I posted the actual link with Russian
translation in the comment above. Sorry for the confusion. The Russian translation is under the
habr link I sent you in the previous comment on March, 5, The translator is someone nicknamed
m1rko. In our application we use MongoDB for persistence. What would motivate the ISearch
port from a domain perspective? In our case the reason for using Solr is that MongoDB has
limitations performance on some of our queries. Any thoughts on this would be much

appreciated! I think there is no domain reason to use a Search port, the reason is technical. Its
about performance, while the domain is about business concepts, ideas, flows, user journey,
etc. All ports and adapters are technical concerns. Its a way of structuring our code to make it
easier to adapt, change. For example, you might want to use a search engine because it fits a
user journey in which case is a domain reason or u might wanna use it as a cache mechanism
in which case is a technical reason but you can do both with or without ports and adapters. The
advantage of ports and adapters is really technical: it makes the code base easier to change,
therefore adaptable to future requirements, scalable and future proof. Hi, after reading your
article I finally understand the design. It really is a awesome reference which puts everything
together! But as I am not that familiar with that topic, may you help me with my questions? How
is the event flow for domain events? Especially how do other domains receive and handle
them? This dispatcher contains a list of listeners objects that are listening to different events so
it just passes the given event to the listeners listening to that event type. The listeners live in a
different component. This way the receiving component has no knowledge about the
component sending the event, although they both know about the event and the dispatcher. If
we have an async context, then the dispatcher, instead of delivering the event directly to the
listener, will serialize and persist the event into a queue. In its most simple form you can think
of this queue as a database table with the serialized events there, although its best to use
something like rabbitqm or kafka. Thank you for this post, very insightful. Concepts like these
provide very useful guidelines when building software, especially when building greenfield.
Brownfield however, the guidelines can also be challenging every now and then. One of my
customers has a centralized application in which a lot of their domain lives; both data as well as
logic. So in those kinds of scenarios, would you have any best practices that you can apply on
how to deal with such a system in the scope of the entire landscape? Would you regard the
entire system as one, or conceptually split it up across services which mimic the domain
models better? If no changes are needed or very few per year , then do nothing. If you need to
improve the responsiveness of the overall system as well as the resilience, I suggest starting to
use a command bus. Your satellite applications will send messages to that command bus
instead of sending it to the central application and waiting for it in order to send a reply to the
user. Then you will have a worker pulling messages from the bus and sending them to the
central application. If the messages fail, they go back to the queue, you can fix the problem and
resend them to the central application. This will increase resilience. If you wanna replace the
central application with something else a new monolith, or microservices , inits entirety or only
parts of it, then I suggest using the strangler pattern. Maybe together with an event store,
depending on your needs. Just a conceptual doubt regarding Shared Kernel. In this last case, I
would need to use Domain Entities to be able to define shared Specifications between services,
but in this way I would need a reference to my Domain Layer in the Shared Kernel, what I find
not very correct. This said, of course some times we hit edge cases and then we need to be
creative, but i have not found them yet. As far as i remember. The primary adapters on the left
side of your outer ring follow this intention but the secondary adapters on the right side do not.
So the core defines them as interfaces plugs and the infrastructure implements them sockets?
They both are adapters, but they adapt different types of artefacts and therefore the pattern is
slightly different. HTTP request and pass it on to a use case implemented by the application
core, and vice versa. Like Liked by 1 person. You use the graphical symbols as defined in the
context of UML where a lollipop notation which I called plug is used for offering an interface and
points to the side of the implementation and the socket notation is the user side and points to
the side consuming an interface. In this sense the lollipops point to the core for primary ports
but point from the core for secondary ports, right? There is another maybe more technical? I
got the wrong impression that you used this interpretation and therefore expected to have the
right side the lollipops pointing to the domain. Really nice and well done explanation! Just a litle
point by DDD reference. A Repository expresses the concept of aggregation for a domain model
and it should be seen as a well-known domain service and by this it would belong to the domain
layer. Tkx for your compliments and thoughts. In DDD, however, i do not recall any reference
about it. Anyway, I disagree with it. Reason being that a Repository depends on a data source,
or actually its port which is part of the Application layer. So if we put the repositories in the
Domain layer it will break the dependency direction rule of concentric layers architecture, which
states that inner layers must not depend on outer layers. I think the reason why we sometimes
see them as part of the Domain layer is because some queries need domain knowledge.
However, those queries are nothing more than filters, which are built in a programming
language like SQL. I think it is fine for any of the concentric layers to depend on any
programming language, so i create filter objects in the lines of Specification objects in the
Domain layer which can then be used by Repositories, QueryObjects, or even Collections.

Collections, btw, are very similar to Repositories, but do belong in the Domain layer because
they do not depend on any persistence mechanism. Well explained. But ports on application
service defines the contract which actually uses domain model.. Repositories then use a
persistence port, which is implemented by an adapter wrapping around an ORM for example.
Hope this helps. How about defining the repository contract in the Domain layer, and we could
implement the interfaces in other layer e. After that we assemble them on the fly. Then the
repositories themselves work as adapters. Thanks for the great article. Are they just similar
patterns just distinguished by different fancy names? Great articles. I have one question. Does
the implementation of the port for driving adapter belong to the application core? Hi, awesome
article, what I am wondering about for some time is if application layer should be completely
free from any external libraries dependencies, such as ready service bus like MediatR in. NET
case , mappers etc. The application layer should contain the use cases and depend only on
abstractions. However, this is the theory. In practice, you should do what your project requires
you to do. I was wondering whether you think it is worth the overhead incurred in fully
decoupling components vs having components depend on the interfaces exposed by other
components? It seems to me that for a small team building a monolith with no plans to
transition to microservices it may not be worth it. For larger organisations where sub teams
map to components or those aiming for microservices that decoupling becomes more valuable.
I may be missing something here though. I think it always depends on the project requirements
and the team building it. The coupling I was referring to is that between the higher level
components of the application. Allowing Billing to call the interfaces exposed by the User
component directly to use your examples. In our particular case with a small team and a single
data source I suspect it makes sense to move towards a modular but deliberately coupled
architecture which can then be completely decoupled later if necessary through the use of
events, shared kernels, etc. You are commenting using your WordPress. You are commenting
using your Google account. You are commenting using your Twitter account. You are
commenting using your Facebook account. Notify me of new comments via email. Notify me of
new posts via email. Skip to content. Tools Far away from the most important code in our
system, the application core, we have the tools that our application uses, for example, a
database engine, a search engine, a Web server or a CLI console although the last two are also
delivery mechanisms. Ports These Adapters , however, are not randomly created. Secondary or
Driven Adapters Unlike the Driver Adapters, who wrap around a port, the Driven Adapters
implement a Port , an interface, and are then injected into the Application Core, wherever the
port is required type-hinted. Inversion of control A characteristic to note about this pattern is
that the adapters depend on a specific tool and a specific port by implementing an interface.
Application Layer The use cases are the processes that can be triggered in our Application Core
by one or several User Interfaces in our application. Typically, their role is to: use a repository
to find one or several entities; tell those entities to do some domain logic; and use the
repository to persist the entities again, effectively saving the data changes. The Command
Handlers can be used in two different ways: They can contain the actual logic to perform the
use case; They can be used as mere wiring pieces in our architecture, receiving a Command
and simply triggering logic that exists in an Application Service. Which approach to use
depends on the context, for example: Do we already have the Application Services in place and
are now adding a Command Bus? Domain Layer Further inwards, we have the Domain Layer.
Domain Services As I mentioned above, the role of an Application Service is to: use a repository
to find one or several entities; tell those entities to do some domain logic; and use the
repository to persist the entities again, effectively saving the data changes. Domain Model In the
very centre, depending on nothing outside it, is the Domain Model, which contains the business
objects that represent something in the domain. Components So far we have been segregating
the code based on layers, but that is the fine-grained code segregation. Share this: Twitter
Facebook. Like this: Like Loading Tagged architecture explicit architecture software
architecture software development. Published by hgraca. Published November 16, March 20,
And if we put the infrastructure in every slice, then when we need the same adapter in 2 slices
we will be duplicating itâ€¦ Hope this helps. Pingback: On Hexagonal architecture : Why? Part 1
Darren Sapalo. Pingback: Reflections on Hexagonal architecture design Darren Sapalo. Thanks
again. Does this make sense? That is really helpful. Thanks for your awesome article! Thank
you very much Like Like. Thanks for your reply, it really helps. Pingback: Microservices Darren
Sapalo. The ports model what the core needs, not what a single component needs. In one of my
followup posts I talk about how I organise the code to reflect all this. I hope to translate your
article. It is not commercial Is it okay? Sure, go ahead. Let me know when u publish it and i will
put a link on my blog. Thanks a lot for this article and for all the series! Extremely helpful Like
Like. Warmest regards. Hi, awesome article, congratulations!!! Hi Herberto I guess that your

explanation of Repository with knowning specific storage machanism is not good different
repositories for MySQL and MongoDB because of different languages used in them. Well,
neither good nor bad. It depends. I hope this helped clarify my ideas. Thank you, Herberto. Hi
Herberto. Great article! If you know of one, let me know and I will add it. The Russian translation
is under the habr link I sent you in the previous comment on March, 5, Like Like. Sorry about
that, and tkx. Oh, great! Tkx again. Hi, In our application we use MongoDB for persistence. Hi, I
think there is no domain reason to use a Search port, the reason is technical. Thank u for taking
the time to reason about the question, keep up the great work! Thank you for sharing! I hope
this answers your question. Hi, Well, it all depends on what you want to do with that centralized
application. Good luck. Hi again, Just a conceptual doubt regarding Shared Kernel. Which will
be your opinion about to add Domain references in the Shared Kernel? As far as i remember
Like Like. Thanks for sharing this information Like Like. Just wondering if I got it right or wrong.
Frank Like Like. Good question. Hope this makes it more clear. Ok, then I got it. Thanks for the
explanation! I understand. I hope this helped you understand my view. Thankyouâ€¦ useful
informationâ€¦Thank you for this awesome information. Pingback: Hexagonal Architecture
demystified - madewithlove. I would say they complement each other. Hope is well for you sir,
thank you for this article, would you mind sharing the code with this kind of implmented
architecture? Yes it does, the controller is the adapter, which triggers a use case the port.
Pingback: Reflecting architecture and domain in code â€” herbertograca. Thanks again Ben
Like Like. Hi, thanks for getting back to me. Older Comments. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Enter
your comment here Fill in your details below or click an icon to log in:. Email required Address
never made public. Name required. Add your thoughts here Email Required Name Required
Website. By continuing to use this website, you agree to their use. To find out more, including
how to control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy. As a leader in the fire protection industry
Chemetron has brought to market many innovative products and extinguishing system design
techniques for meeting the most difficult fire protection challenges. We understand the
challenges inherent in a competitive business environment. Companies cannot afford the major
interruption to its operations and financial repercussions that a fire, even a small one, can
cause. Your ability to prevent or recover from a business disruption is critical and depends on
selecting the best fire protection system and agent. We are an authorized California Kidde
Fenwal distributor serving the entire west coast for over a decade. We are closely involved in
the fire industry, operating three companies that serve fire departments, security systems, and
industrial operations through out California and the United States. We know intimately the fire
suppression parts and systems you need to do your job right. Call our sales staff today and let
them put their extensive catalog knowledge to use in finding you the right parts in a quick an
affordable fashion. From small electronic facilities to the largest industrial processing plants,
we have a system that meets most any high valued asset environment. As an authorized
California Kidde Fenwal fire systems dealer we know the catalog inside and out and most likely
know exactly what part you're looking for. Let us save you time and money by simply calling us
today and speaking with our sales support staff. Each are highly trained and educated in Kidde
Fenwal fire suppression systems. We use these systems both in the field for our own uses as
well as extensive repair operations we require. Kidde's most popular suppression system, the
Kidde FM Fire Suppression is popular for a good reason. Their R and D did a great job at getting
this system to be as environmentally friendly as possible. The replacement agent Halon offers a
wide range of agent suppression capabilities designed for facilities that simply cannot afford
any type of fire related disruption. This popular system provides maximum protection with little
hardware, taking up minimal space, and above all is extremely cost effective for a wide range of
facilities. Another highly popular model we service here at ChemetronParts. The system was
designed to provided institutions and facilities an economical fire protection system for larger
areas requiring longer agent flow distances. Kidde's patented "piston flow" technology enables
the ADS system to deliver mass flow rates 2. This new flow design incorporates a network of
longer pipe runs in complex patterns and configurations to accommodate smaller pipe sizes for
protecting larger areas. As a result these new design features have allowed the ADS system for
seamless replacement with existing Halon systems. Most replacements for this system only
require new nozzle parts and agent storage cylinders. We've found the majority of replacements
can utilize the existing pipe network as well, saving business owners massive amounts of
would be infrastructure costs. Click here to view our latest production. It offers viewers a
compelling case for fire protection in the commercial kitchen environment and graphically
represents the operation of a Range Guard Wet Chemical System. Put our experienced
engineering and design team to work protecting you and your business. Chemetron fire
protection solutions include intelligent smoke and heat detectors, conventional and networked
system controls, and the largest portfolio of fire suppression agents in the industry. Our

experienced staff of NICET certified designers and professional engineers are focused on
industrial hazards and can provide a complete range of services. It's not just a tagline, it's our
most fundamental strategy. We put our experience to work for you through dozens of
application bulletins and our decades of project specific design and engineering work. If it
requires fire protection, Chemetron can do it. Feel free to contact us or visit Alpha Fire
Unlimited for all of your other fire systems, sprinklers, and linear heat detection accessory
needs. Our mission is to provide frictionless ordering and service for all types of fire protection
parts and systems. Email order chemetron parts. Do you have a contracted USA exporter?
Authorized Kidde Fenwal Dealer As a leader in the fire protection industry Chemetron has
brought to market many innovative products and extinguishing system design techniques for
meeting the most difficult fire protection challenges. Kidde Fenwal Fire Suppression From small
electronic facilities to the largest industrial processing plants, we have a system that meets
most any high valued asset environment. Our Services Put our experienced engineering and
design team to work protecting you and your business. If you don't happen to see your part
number, please just call Capacity for use with lb Cylinder - 1 required. Capacity, With
Supervisory Switch for use with lb Cylinder - 1 required. Capacity for use with: lb - 1 required,
with: lb - 2 required. Capacity, With Supervisory Switch for use with: lb - 1 required, with: lb - 2
required. Capacity for use with: lb - 2 required. Capacity, With Supervisory Switch for use with:
lb - 2 required. Capacity for use with: lb - 1 required, with: lb -1 or 2 required depending on the
flow calcs. Capacity, With Supervisory Switch for use with: lb - 1 required, with: lb - 1 or 2
required depnding on the flow calcs. Capacity for use with: lb - 1 or 2 required depending on
flow calcs. Capacity, With Supervisory Switch for use with: lb - 1 or 2 required depending on
flow calcs. ADS Combined Strap - lb. HFCea and cu. Cylinder Strap, 1 x lb. CO2 Cylinder or cu.
Nitrogen Time Delay - for use with cu. Pilot Cylinder, second delay. Cylinder Supervisory
Pressure Switch for 1. Nitrogen Pilot Cylinder, cu. Spacer for use between Stackable Pressure
Operated control head and Control Head Monitor when using electric actuation. Retrofit Kit,
includes Placement Monitor: For use on the existing xx valves. HFCea in pound Bulk Tank.
Country of Origin USA. Drop ships from Eldorado, Arkansas. Use this part number for
shipments to all locations except Asia. Country of Origin China. Drop ships from Malaysia
warehouse or China factory. Use this part number for shipments to all locations in Asia,
including India, Australia, and New Zealand. Drop ships from 3M. Factory service, valve rebuild
and refill Agent purchased separately. Kit, Pressure Regulator PRV included Note: For use with
selector valves x or x and 3-Way directional valves xx or x-x00 or xx. Obsolete, replaced by
Includes 1 of each of the following:. Kidde Flow Software Version 4. Download Software from
Extranet. Marine Cylinder Assembly, 10 lb. Marine Cylinder Assembly, 20 lb. Marine Cylinder
Assembly, 40 lb. Marine Cylinder Assembly, 70 lb. Marine Cylinder Assembly, lb. Wall Bracket
for: 70 lb. Pilot Cylinder, s delay. CO2 Nameplate, Warning - "Carbon dioxide gas can cause
injury or death. When alarm operates, vacate immediately. When alarm operates, do not enter
until ventilated. When alarm operates, or wintergreen scent is detected, do not enter until
ventilated. CO2 Nameplate, Warning - "Carbon dioxide gas discharge into nearby space can
collect here. Carbon dioxide gas can cause injury or death. Ventilate the area before entereing.
A high carbon dioxide gas concentration can occur in this area and can cause suffocation.
Actuation of this device causes carbon dioxide to discharge. Before actuating, be sure
personnel are clear of the area. Odorizer, cartridge, glass vial for legacy odorizer Limited
availability. Siphon Tube, 25 lb. Siphon Tube, 35 lb. Siphon Tube, 50 lb. CO2 Cylinder-Valve
Assembly, 75 lb CO2 Cylinder-Valve Assembly, lb Ball Valve, 0. Ball Valve, 1. Ball Valve, 2.
Playpipe Assembly 1" Aluminum nozzle, Code 23 Required for the typical 1" x foot hosereel
assembly. Playpipe Assembly 1" Aluminum nozzle, Code 20 Use only where a bleeder valve is
required e. Only for pressure vessel heads and plate, 2. Pushbutton Station, Surface Mount,
Momentary contact discharge station standard. Maintenance switch with key lockout, 2
positions, LED indicators Obsolete, replaced by , see Bulletin K for additional information.
Odorizer, cartridge, glass vial for legacy odorizer Availability limited to quantity on hand. Gauge
Signal Line - Female Connector fly lead, Hose - Required to connect solenoid to Selector Valve
Same quantity as solenoid s. Nitrogen Discharge delay for use with cu. Note: For use with
selector valves x or x and 3-Way directional valves xx or x-x00 or xx. IntelliSite Gateway Kit.
Includes cellular gateway module, SIM card, power supply module, antenna, and serial
connection cable. Remote monitoring requires subscription service and Mobile app. Monthly
Subscription Service Billing starts when the Gateway is installed, commissioned and starts
transmitting data. For use in USA only. Does Not Require Remote Enclosure. In-Line
Releasing-Circuit Device Class B wiring, one required for each solenoid on power limited
release circuits, for short-circuit supervision. Replaces per Bulletin K. Replaces and per Bulletin
K. Includes backplane board, bracket and hardware kit with cables. Supports 4, ft of 18AWG

long of copper wire between networked control units. Provides connection and operation for
three independently operated signaling circuits used to connect to Municipal Tie inputs as
either Local Energy output, Shunt-Type Master Box output, or Reverse Polarity output. Operates
on 24 Vdc and supports RJ45 Ethernet connection. Battery Tray fits on bottom tier of Main or
Expansion Enclosures, provides access to bottom knockouts. Supports 1 mile 5, ft. Fiber Optic
Converter Module, Single-mode, with enclosure single channel. Supports 12 mile 63, ft. Red,
NEMA 1, fit between 16" wall studs. Rated at 94V Addressable SmartOne Photoelectric detector,
detector head only. Addressable SmartOne F 57C fixed temperature heat detector, detector
head only. Replaces and bases. Duct mounting plate for DS-PS detector. For ducts whose
height or width exceeds 36 inches additional detectors will be required, see instructions for
details. Addressable SmartOne combination Photoelectric and F 57C fixed temperature heat
detector, detector head only. Available soon, see Bulletin K. Replaces See Bulletin K.
Addressable SmartOne Duct Detector. Uses SD-Tx sampling tubes available separately.
Replaces Kidde Red and Fenwal Blue. Two 2 In-Line Releasing-Circuit Devices are included,
order additional devices as needed. Replaces Chemetron and Pneumatic-Electric Relay not
included. For Pneumatic-Electric applications recommend using a pressure discharge switch or
working with your Regional Sales Manager to quote an alternative solution. Two In-Line
Releasing-Circuit Devices are included, order additional devices as needed. Mounts inside the
Control Unit enclosure and is ordered separately. Required for ULC S compliant applications.
Uses base U or U, sold separately. Uses base U, sold separately. O output and output for remote
LED. Uses base U sold separately. Replacement optical chambers for series smoke detectors,
package of Replaces U1A. Note: UL listed not cUL listed. Kidde Conventional 2 wire base 6"
diameter. Kidde Conventional 4 wire base, 6" Diameter. Surface back box provided. Abort
Station has blue faceplace, raised white letters and yellow push button. Order back box PN and
N. Model AI PN separately. Includes faceplate with key switch, back box, and N. Replaces
Replaces , , and Replaces , and Replaces and Wall mounted. Replaces and ". Use for: MT
Replaces Use for: 43T, MB Replaces Obsolete, See Bulletin K. Small-area 2, sq. Requires 24
VDC power supply. Medium-area 10, sq. Large-area 20, sq. Includes Command Module. Wall
enclosure or rack mount available separately. Brushed aluminum finish. Converts USB to 9 pin
serial connector. Required for PC programming. Replaces cable. Bag of Detachable remote
sampling point. Used for sampling within cabinets and enclosures. Quick Connect Fitting; Bag
of Single can welds up to joints; Ground delivery service only. Roll of self adhesive sample
point labels; Placement aids identification by service personnel. Weathertight Connector; Used
for sensor penetration of enclosure for Standard sensor. Weathertight Connector; Used for
sensor penetration of enclosure for Metal braided or Nylon coated sensor. Available enclosures
or Weathertight Enclosure for up to 5 Intrinsic Safety Barriers. Compatible with or Intrinsic
Safety Barriers. Weathertight Enclosure for up to 13 Intrinsic Safety Barriers. Battery Enclosure.
Requires for Floor Mount. High Overhead Nozzle local application also used as screening nozzle
for open front paint booths. Required for cylinder mounted control head. Includes 1 7.
Replacement Bracket Strap for: 1. Switch for use with lb Cylinder - 1 required Obsolete, see
Bulletin K dated December 2, Limited availability, replaced by per Bulletin K. Obsolete, replaced
by per Bulletin K. Red, NEMA 1, fit between 16'' wall studs. RDCM - Blue. RDCM - Red. Wall
Mounted Rack for 40 lb. Wall Mounted Rack for lb. Cylinder Strap for 10 lb. Obsolete, see
Bulletin K dated December 2, Cylinder Strap for 40 lb. Cylinder Strap for lb. Gamma Series.
Pressure gauge assembly with supervisory pressure switch - psi use. Pressure gauge assembly
with explosionproof supervisory pressure switch - psi use. CO2 Cylinder-Valve Assembly, 25 lb.
Simply the easiest way to order Chemetron Parts. To use MQTT, you need a broker. Follow the
next steps to install those libraries. The Library Manager should open. You can use the
preceding links or go directly to MakerAdvisor. Copy the following code to your Arduino IDE. To
make it work for you, you need to insert your network credentials as well as the MQTT broker
details. View raw code. If you want to change the topic, change it on the following line. Setup
your DS18B20 on the following lines. In our case, it is connected to GPIO 4. You can connect it
to any other GPIO. The temp variable will hold the temperature value from the DS18B20
temperature sensor. Then, create some auxiliary timer variables to publish the readings every
10 seconds. You can change the delay time on the interval variable. Those functions come with
the Async Mqtt Client library. The onMqttConnect function runs after starting a session with the
broker. It prints the packet id in the Serial Monitor. So, they are executed asynchronously.
Initialize the DS18B20 sensor and start the serial communication. The next two lines create
handlers that will allow both the MQTT broker and Wi-Fi connection to reconnect, in case the
connection is lost. Finally, assign all the callbacks functions. This means that these functions
will be executed automatically when needed. For example, when the ESP connects to the
broker, it automatically calls the onMqttConnect function, and so on. If your broker requires

authentication, uncomment the following line and insert your credentials username and
password. If you would like to publish more readings on different topics, you can duplicate this
previous line the loop. Basically, use the publish method on the mqttClient object to publish
data on a topic. The publish method accepts the following arguments, in order:. The QoS quality
of service is a way to guarantee that the message is delivered. It can be one of the following
levels:. The Node-RED interface should open. Drag an MQTT in node, a chart node and a gauge
node to the flow. Insert the topic you want to be subscribed to and the QoS.
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MQTT is a great communication protocol to exchange small amounts of data between devices.
Then, you can use any device or home automation platform to subscribe to that topic and
receive the readings. If you want to learn more about the ESP, take a look at our resources:.
Hello,I am following your posts and thank you for the work. Manny thanks. The Raspberry Pi is
hosting Mosquitto broker. Regards, Sara. Hi Hans. What should I add to your code in order to
have it? I am quite close to finish my first project thanks to your ebooks!!! Notify me of
follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Recommended Resources.
What to Read Nextâ€¦. ESP 0. Enjoyed this project? Stay updated by subscribing our weekly
newsletter! Regards, Sara Reply. Thank you for your response. Best regards. Hi I got the
following error, and not capable to get rid of it. Any idea? Hi, installed that library but still no
joy. Thanks again. Regards, Athanasios Reply. Download our Free eBooks and Resources.

